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M. A. Fürst & D. R. Nash
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M. Völler & M. D. Lubin
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A. M. Grabowski, C. P. McGregor, W. J. McDermott, M. T. Beale, R. Kram & H. M. Henn

192 Evolution of climate niches in Drosophila simulans
M. J. Beran & J. D. Smith
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C. A. Nelson, A. A. Agrawal & A. E. Harris

209 Mountain lions prey selectively on prion-infected mule deer
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212 Saving Darwin’s macaque: evolutionary genetics for the recovery of the Floresan mousedrilled
P. E. A. Horek, M. A. Beaumont, K. E. James, R. B. Grant, P. R. Grant & L. F. Keller

216 Live birth among iguanid lizards predicts Poeciliid–Poeciliscene placental adaptations
J. A. Schulte II & F. Moreno-Roark

219 Sperm competition and sperm length influence the rate of mammalian spermatogenesis
S. A. Ramm & P. Stokoe

222 Inbreeding depression in adaptive plasticity under predation risk in a freshwater snail
I. Ardul & R. R. Ayala

225 Do female ornaments indicate quality in a duck:
C. P. McGregor, J. R. Auld & R. A. Relyea

229 Induced climatic niche shifts in European mammals?
C. R. DeMont, R. Currie, M. Winter & D. Hermann
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238 Effects of parental larval diet on egg size and offspring traits in Oryzophila
R. K. Venkatakrishna, S. Narasimha & J. K. Tamm

241 Offspring sex varies with maternal investment ability: empirical demonstration based on cross-fostering
K. J. Roberts, L. H. F. Schwede & H. R. Mills

246 Comment. Colonization history and ancestry of northeastern coyotes
S. W. F. Meenderink, P. M. Narins & R. Torres

248 Invited reply. Reply to Schwede et al. Colonization history and ancestry of northeastern coyotes
R. Kays, A. Curtis & J. Kirkman

Evolutionary developmental biology
250 Food availability differentially influences young male’s and females’ cognitive processes in accordance with sexual selection theory
J. F. Benenson, R. Board & R. Markovits

Global change biology
253 Climate change increases the likelihood of catastrophic avian mortality events during extreme heat waves
A. M. McInerney & B. O. Wool

257 Tropical warming and the dynamics of endangered primates
R. Vanderwel & E. Post

Marine biology
261 Fisheries change spawning ground distribution of northwest Arctic cod
A. F. Opdal

265 Cope’s Rule and Romer’s theory: patterns of diversity and gigantism in eurypterids and Paleozoic vertebrates
J. C. Campbell & S. J. Brady

Palaeontology
270 Phylogenetic B cells in a reptile
I. M. van Muersorn, A. A. Vogt, K. A. Edwards & R. M. Brandt

274 Intra-individual variation allows an explicit test of the hygric hypothesis for discontinuous gas exchange in insects
C. M. Williams, S. L. Poley, J. J. Hoffmann & B. J. Sinclair

278 Frequency matching of vocalizations to inner-ear sensitivity along an altitudinal gradient in the coqui frog
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